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Growth of information technologies in recent years
made possible software and hardware implementation
of many mathematical problems connected with pat
tern recognition. Owing to the development of modern
highperformance computing a number of problems in
the range of recognition of speech, graphics objects,
processing of seismic dada, cardiograms and others is
solved. The problems in the range of musical informati
on recognition and possibility of their application in the
systems of information automated processing are less
studied [1]. One of such problems is a problem of sepa
rate note identification in onevoice and polyphonic
melodies performed on a certain musical instruments.
The base of computing experiment is mathematical
model of a music signal F(t) obtained at sound recor
ding of a melody of a certain musical instrument:
F(t)=A1n1(t–θ1)+A2n2(t–θ2)+...+ANnN(t–θN)+h(t),
where ni(t) is the amplitudetime characteristics of me
lody single notes; θi are the temporal shifts determining
initial time of each note sound; Ai is the sound volume
of a separate note; h(t) is the signal of disturbance intro
duced by soundrecording equipment; t is the time.
The majority of musical instruments possesses a
property of selfsimilarity which allows obtaining from a
temporal function of one note n0(t) of a certain musical
instrument the temporal function of any other note ni(t)
of the same musical instrument by scaling function n0(t)
along time axis:
where mi is the scale factor, i is the position of note ni(t)
by height relative to note n0(t). For uniformly tempered
pitch of European music mi=2–i/12, i=0,±1,±2... .
For example, note «C» of the second octave is situ
ated 12 semitones higher than note «C» of the first oc
tave and has a pitch frequency two times higher than the
pitch frequency of note «C» of the first octave. Time
function of note «C» of the second octave n2(t) is com
pressed two times relative to function n1(t):
Any note in the range of a certain instrument re
gardless of being used in concrete musical signal F(t)
may be selected as base note n0(t). For example, tempo
ral function of note «A» of the first octave with pitch
frequency υ=440 Hz may be taken as n0(t).
This property is applied in all modern musical
synthesizers using the method of wave table [2]. Such
synthesizers use data bank of signals of one (basic) note
for each musical instrument. When forming a tune of
one instrument the basic note signal is always scaled by
a pitch by a value mi. Each note is shifted in time by a va
lue θi and scaled by amplitude by a value Ai according to
this instrument part. All formed functions for a musical
instrument are summarized. As a result the model of a
musical signal formed by a synthesizer for a concrete
musical instrument has the form:
Similarly, for kdifferent musical instruments simu
lated by synthesizer a musical signal may be represented
by a sum of signals of all notes played at different mo
ments of time with different amplitude:
where n0k(t) is the time function of basic note signal for
временная k musical instrument; θi is the time interval
of note n0k(t) shift; mi is the scale of note ni
k(t) in regard
to basic note n0k(t) specifying frequency of the main
tone; Ai is the amplitude of note nik(t) sounding.
Function f(t) represents an idealized model of a
musical signal obtained similarly to recording several
musical instruments (orchestra, ensemble).
According to the model of musical signal f(t) the
task of musical signal identification may be presented as
the task of identification of note amplitudes with a cer
tain scale mi and time shift θi for all k musical instru
ments presenting in the examined signal f(t). The task of
identification of a tune of a singly recorded musical in
strument or a tune generated by a musical synthesizer
may be a particular case of this task.
Selecting mathematical apparatus for studying time
frequency properties of signal f(t) which is nonstationa
ry and nonperiodic one it was determined to apply con
tinuous wavelet transform (CWT) [3]:
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Approach allowing forming waveletfunctions on the basis of periodic signals and signal fragments of musical instruments has been sug
gested. The required and sufficient conditions made to the formed waveletfunctions were considered. The experiment allowing identi
fying some harmonic components of a signal localized in time was described. The possibility of applying the developed approach in the
tasks of identifying complex musical signals was shown.
where w(t) is the wavelet basis function; s is the coeffici
ent of wavelet scaling; τ is the coefficient of wavelet shift.
One of the features of CWT is the formation of wa
velet family ws,τ(t) by shifts τ and scaling s of the basis
wavelet w(t). Wavelet family formation is similar to a sy
stem of formation of note family nik(t) of one basic note
n0k(t) by shifts θi and scaling mi. Therefore, CWT use in
this task is rather restricted.
The procedure of selecting basis wavelet function is
empirical for each concrete task and reduced to a search
of functions of maternal wavelets in CWT till the achie
vement of a desired result. The investigations of wavelet
function properties [4] showed that the best graphic
presentations of CWT results are obtained at conformi
ty of frequency spectra of a signal f(t) and wavelet w(t).
For each concrete scale s function Wfs(τ) is similar
to a crosscorrelation function of signals ws(t) and f(t)
and describes them both as a similarity measure of two
signal form and their positional relationship to each
other on time axis:
It is known that values of crosscorrelation function
are maximal at function coincidence [6]. In this case va
lues Wfs(τ) are maximal for such τ at which functions
f(t) and ws(t–τ) are equal: f(t)=ws(t–τ).
It is obvious that besides shift τ the equality of two
functions in each point t is required for fulfillment of
this condition.
Waveletfunction used in CWT should meet a num
ber of required conditions [5]:
1. Limitation in time:
w(t)>0, at t→∞;
2. Sectional continuity of function w(t).
3. Integrability with zero equality:
The example of basis waveletfunction satisfying all
given conditions is Morlet wavelet (Fig. 1).
a b
Fig. 1. Wavelets of Morlet family: а) basis Morlet wavelet obta
ined by scaling s=0,2; б) basis Morlet wavelet obtained
by a shift by τ=5 and scaling s=2
Owing to the conditions of time localization impo
sed to basis wavelet function the value of function Wfs(τ)
is more when wavelet of scale s ws(t–τ) coincides more
precise with local section of a signal f(t). Functions of
wavelet and signal should be equal for exact coinciden
ce at local time cells.
Function of basis wavelet formed of local section of
the examined musical signal is suggested to be used in
the given paper. For a more narrow task – identification
of musical instrument notes determined before the ma
ternal wavelet may be formed of local section of basic
note signal function of this musical instrument n0(t)
(Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Function n0(t) and wavelet w(t) formed on the basis its
fragment
For the formed wavelet the following conditions 1–3
should be fulfilled.
1. Limitation in time
w(t)=0, t∉[0,T];
w(t)= n0(t+t0), at t∈[0,T].
Here t0 characterizes time moment from which valu
es of wavelet function w(t) equal to values of functions of
signal n0(t) and value Т equals to fragment duration of
signal n0(t), coinciding with wavelet w(t). Values t0 and T
are selected in such way that the rest required conditions
for waveletfunction were supported [5].
2. Sectional continuity
Function of basic note n0(t) is continuous on the
whole interval of existence as it describes oscillations of
physical body with finite mass in time and can not have
breaks by definition.
To support sectional continuity of basis wavelet fun
ction the condition of zero equality of initial and finite
values of function n0(t) on the interval [t0, T+t0] should
be fulfilled:
n0(t0)=0 и n0(T+t0)=0.
3. Integrability with zero equality
One of the properties of musical instruments is absen
ce of harmonic components with frequency lower than
frequency of note pitch. Zero harmonic is absent as well
in musical instrument signals [1]. This property allows
supporting zero mean for n0(t) on interval [t0, T+t0] at in
teger of periods in function n0(t) on the given interval.
Thus, to form wavelet possessing the highest selecti
vity to signal n0(t) it is necessary to use periodic section
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of signal n0(t) with zero initial n0(t0) and finite n0(T+t0) 
moments such that
Identification of musical composition notes consists
in determination of frequencies of note pitch themselves
and start time and duration of their sounding. One of
the properties of wavelet function determining the main
timefrequency selectivity of CWT is wavelet localiza
tion in time and frequency domains [5]. At CWT each
wavelet of one family (obtained of one basis wavelet)
forms timefrequency window of finite size. Window ar
ea for one family wavelets on the plane shiftscale is
always constant [3] (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3. Window of wavelet timefrequency localization at diffe
rent values of parameters of shift τ and scale s
However, carrying out a number of experiments it
was found out that changing the wavelet itself window
geometric characteristics are changed. So, increasing a
number of periods in the maternal wavelet (and, there
fore, in all wavelets of the family) the window is exten
ded along time axis narrowing relative to scale axis and,
on the contrary, decreasing a number of periods in the
maternal wavelet the window is extended along scale
axis s, narrowing along time axis (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Window of timefrequency localization of wavelets with
a number of periods а) N=2 and б) N=8
For the tasks of detection of elementary components
(notes) in a musical signal the wavelet family satisfying
two conditions should be formed:
1. frequency resolution (window width along the scale
axis Δs) should support such resolution that frequ
encies of pitches of two adjacent notes are different;
2. time resolution (window width along time axis Δτ)
should allow identifying all notes of minimum pos
sible duration.
1. Frequency resolution 
The experiment was carried out to estimate resolu
tion of artificial basis wavelets. The aim of the experi
ment was to determine a number of periods in wavelet
allowing identifying frequency scales mi of all notes be
ing in the signal simultaneously (at CWT wavelet scales
s relative to the basis one are the equivalent to mi).
Triad «C major» of the first octave was used in the
experiment. Frequencies of note pitches of this triad
corresponds to harmonic signals with frequencies 261,6,
329,6 and 392 Hz. Signal duration is chosen conventio
nally equal to 0,2 s:
The basis wavelets fwi(t) were developed for studying
test signal. Quantity of periods of harmonic signal in
wavelets was 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 periods respectively
(Fig. 5).
Fig. 5. Maternal wavelets with a number of periods of harmo
nic signal 1, 2, 4 and 16
CWT was carried out with all wavelet families wi(t)
for test signal f(t). For each transformation the results
graphical interpretations were constructed in the form
of threedimensional models and isoline projection
maps. Isoline projection maps of CWT results for the fa
milies of wavelets wi(t) are given in Fig. 6. Coordinate
axis of each isoline projection map represents an axis of
wavelet s scale, Abscissa axis – the axis of time shift τ,
τ0, τ1 – time of start and termination of signal f(t). Am
plitude of CWT results is presented by shadows of gray:
darker sections correspond to higher magnitude of
CWT results (Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Graphical interpretations of CWT results for wavelets
with different number of periods N of harmonic signal
As it is seen from Fig. 6 using wavelet with one pe
riod a domain of uncertain results in the region of time
shifts τ, with duration Δτ is rather low, therefore, the er
ror of signal time estimate is low. In this case frequency
resolution is so low that for the majority of scales s CWT
)
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results have high values indicating relatively even pres
ence of frequency components on the whole frequency
range of investigation. Though there only three harmo
nics in test signal f(t).
It is seen from Fig. 6 that for wavelet with 16 periods
over the signal f(t), on the interval from τ0 to τ1, there are
high values only for CWT results for three scales s equi
valent to frequencies 261,6, 329,6 and 392 of the signal
f(t). For the rest values s, CWT results are practically
equal to zero. Low time resolution forms uncertain res
ults at the moments of occurrence and attenuation of
signal with amplitude intermediate values on intervals
with duration Δτ. It does not allow judging the changes
of test signal magnitude on this interval.
Thus, wavelet family with one period of sine signal at
CWT gives high time resolution but rather low frequen
cy resolution. However, wavelet family with sixteen pe
riods gives high frequency resolution (all harmonics in
the signal are identified definitely) but low time resolu
tion.
2. Time resolution
Note recording supposes using note and pause sym
bols for noting tune elements and gaps at which notes do
not sound. Note duration as well as pause duration mul
tiple to sounding duration t1 of «whole» note – note of
maximum possible duration. System of note recording
consisting of alternating notes and pauses imposes strict
constraints on the moments of note sounding start and
pause start. Moments of note sounding start are sampled
with a sampling period td equal to duration of the shor
test note. Both in classical and modern musical compo
sitions the shortest note by duration is the note with du
ration t64=1/64·t1. In practice notes with duration, t64 oc
cur rather seldom due to the technical complicity of per
formance. Practically duration t32=1/32·t1 may be consi
dered the shortest note. Fragment of twovoice melody
is given in Fig. 7. At each time moment not more than
two notes simultaneously sound. Note 2 is the shortest
one. Notes 1, 3, 4 equal in duration and two times lon
ger than note 2 and a pause. If td=t32 then note 2 and
pause have the duration t32 and notes 1, 3, 4 – t16.
Fig. 7. Time discretization of start of sounding and note and
pause duration in a polyphonic tune
At wavelet duration T=td an envelope of joint corre
lation function Wfs(t) of wavelet and signal of one note
coinciding with it by form (for concrete value s) regen
erating into autocorrelation function has the form of
equilateral triangle with maximum in the centre of note
sounding [6] with the width 2td (Fig. 8, а). If all values
Wfs(t) smaller than Wfош(t) are ejected then note identi
fication time is tи. At Wfош(t)=0,5Wfmax(t), tи=0,5td. It
means that note identification time equals to a half of its
length.
At T=0,5 td the envelope of correlation function
Wfs(τ) of wavelet and one note signal coincided with it
in form has the form of an isosceles trapezium the width
of upper boundary of which equals to 0,5 td (Fig. 8, б). If
all values Wfs(t) smaller than Wfош(t) are rejected then
note identification time is tи. At Wfош(t)=0,5Wfmax(t),
tи=0,5td. It means that note identification time equals to
its length.
Fig. 8. Envelops of correlation function of note and wavelet
w(t) corresponding to the frequency of scale note pitch
At further decrease of wavelet width T and condition
Wfош(t)=0,5Wfmax(t) note identification time tи is con
stant and equal to td.
Conclusion: wavelet of length T not more than td
should be used for time identification of note with the
smallest length td.
Taking into account two conditions to duration T of
wavelet in time:
1. T≥16/υ, where υ is the frequency of identified note
pitch;
2. T≤td.
Let us calculate the boundary values of note pitch
frequency υ the reliable identification of which is possi
ble both in time and frequency:T=16/υ, T=td, therefo
re, td=16/υ or υ=16/td. Dependence υ(td) determines
minimal (boundary) frequency υ of note pitch with du
ration td which is definitely identified by a wavelet with
16 periods.
Tempo of performance of the majority of composi
tions varies as a rule in the range of 60–180 beats per mi
nute that corresponds to time of sounding one whole no
te t1=1,3...4,0 s. Therefore, note sounding with duration
t32 at quick tempo (180 beats per minute) amounts
t32=1,3/32=0,041 s. Therefore, length of the wavelet ca
pable of identifying time interval of a note with shortest
duration at high tempo should amount not more than
td=t32=0,041 s. The value of boundary frequency of note
pitch identification υ(td)=16/0,041=390 Hz. It means
that just identification of start and final time of note
sounding is possible only for notes with pitch frequency
higher than 390 Hz (Fig. 9) (stating with note «G» of the
first octave the pitch frequency of which amounts to
392 Hz).
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Fig. 9. Dependence of boundary frequency of note pitch iden
tification on its duration
For slower tempo of composition performance or for
tasks of detecting note with duration longer than t32 boun
dary frequency decreases. So, for example, for modern
club dancing compositions reproducing tempo varies ne
ar the value 120 beats/min and the shortest note is
td=t16=0,125 s. Value of boundary frequency of note pitch
identification υ(td)=16/0,125=128 Hz. Just identifica
tion of time of note start and final sounding is possible
only for notes higher than «C» of larger octave with pitch
frequency 130,8 Hz. The majority of musical composi
tions use notes of the range of the smallest, first and se
cond octaves that is higher than the range of large octave.
Conclusion 
The suggested approach allows developing basis wa
velet families with defined selectivity. Wavelet developed
from a fragment of a certain basic signal allows detec
ting not separate timefrequency characteristics of the
investigated signal but timefrequency behavior of basic
signal in the investigated one.
Basis wavelets for instruments of various orchestra
groups: piano, organ, violin, bell and trumpet were ob
tained experimentally. All wavelets contain 16 periods of
a signal of a proper musical instrument with pitch frequ
ency 55 Hz. Calculating CWT the maternal wavelet is
scaled so that the next wavelet wi(t) coincides by pitch
frequency with note pitch frequency ni(t) of a musical
instrument.
Investigations of maternal wavelet families develo
ped on the basis of musical instrument notes showed
the possibilities of detecting frequency and time para
meters of a certain instrument notes in onevoice and
polyphonic tunes. Besides, it was managed to identify
a tune of a certain musical instrument on the back
ground of sounding of another one in a number of ex
periments [7].
This technique application in tasks requiring de
tecting in a signal the fragments of a certain families
with finite length on the background of other signals
or disturbances was suggested to be further investiga
ted.
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